
CoE App
Effortlessly manage your 
Appian projects, from start
to finish



CoE App - Unlock the power of
reusable functional components
and drive operational excellence

Stay on top of your Appian projects. Track the 
progress, releases, plug-in versions, strategic items, 
and much more. Combine the power of low-code with 
our CoE component library to unlock even more gains 
in speed-to-market and cost reduction of delivery. 

One of the most common challenges faced by 
enterprises is managing multiple projects and 
applications simultaneously through a Center of 
Excellence (CoE). Organizations may use several 
tools to track project related details, resources, 
releases, and documentation, among others. 
Instead of juggling between different platforms, 
get started with a versatile, all-round CoE solution 
that perfectly meets the needs of your business. 

Industry Challenges

of resources are wasted
by organizations due
to ineffective project 
management

of agile projects are late, 
have budget overruns,
or result in unhappy
customers

(Source: PMI, Scrum)

12%

47%



Key Features 

Implementation of strategic items Gamified league table
Establish key performance assessment 
criteria, called strategic items, for every 
project

Rate the performance of the 
applications and the teams against 
the strategic items every month

Component library Plug-in tracker
Store and access a collection of  
reusable functionalities, patterns, 
coding, and design elements in a 
visually-rich manner to develop new 
applications

Manage plug-in adoption and 
version control across the 
applications and platforms

Automated upgrade planner

Track and display release activities 
and schedules to automatically 
generate milestone-driven upgrades 

Knowledge sharing

Schedule knowledge-sharing 
sessions with the teams to adopt 
the best practices in a standard 
way

Intuitive dashboard
Track and pinpoint key focus areas for 
improvement in projects with regard to 
resource constraints, the scope for 
automated testing, training requirements, 
and license usage

Add queries
Users can raise queries within the 
CoE app, and the addressed queries 
could be documented for future 
reference 

Meeting calendar
Schedule regular team cadence calls 
right from within the application to 
understand the progress of the 
projects and the challenges

Consolidated project view
Gain a 360-degree view of the status 
of every project and strategic item,the 
performance of the team members, 
documentation on architectural 
patterns and best practices, 
releases, and their checklist



Business Benefits

Having a CoE app can be a huge benefit to organizations. Not only does it serve as a specialized 
expertise hub, but it also offers opportunities for internal growth and supports efficient project 
development.

Develop applications faster with
reusable component library

Establish best practices for executing projects
so that every team member is on the same page

Gain insights into the license usage
to not exceed the budgets

Celebrate wins, encourage teams to
help each other, and foster a healthy
relationship through gamified features

Easily track project-related KPIs and everything
about applications at one designated place

Set and track timelines and strategic
development plans to never miss a deadline

Enhance collaboration between CoE
teams and project teams efficiently

Prevent clashes of upgrades and
production release plans 
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For more information or to schedule a demo, write to ask@vuram.com
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WNS-Vuram is a global hyperautomation services company specializing in low-code enterprise 
automation. Since its inception, the company has maintained 100% customer success and customer 
references. Powered by passionate people, WNS-Vuram is committed to driving digital transformation 
for organizations worldwide through an ‘Empathy-First Technology-Next’ approach. WNS-Vuram has 
received several prominent recognitions from Inc. 5000, HFS Research, ISG, Entrepreneur India, Fast 
Company, and Great Place to Work, among others.

WNS-Vuram's hyperautomation stack—encompassing business process management, robotic process 
automation, intelligent document processing, and analytics—drives maximum value and high-impact 
transformation in enterprises. For more information, visit https://www.vuram.com.
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